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DATA MINING APPLICATIONS FOR COUNTER TERRORISM
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Abstract: Following the terrorists attacks on America and India on 11 Sept 2001 and 26 Nov 2008,
respectively, many countries became more vigilant about their national security. In the light of these
attacks, several means have been adopted to assist the law enforcement agencies to identify
terrorists and terror related activities. One of such means is the use of computer technology and
computer analysis for effective detection of terrorist’s activities. Various Data mining techniques can
be applied by the law enforcement agencies to analyze information and to track the nefarious
activities of terrorists. In this paper we have discussed some Data mining techniques to be adopted
by the law enforcers in tracking the activities of terrorist and their criminal activities. Finally the
limitations of Data mining in fighting terrorism have also been discussed.
Keywords: Data mining, Terrorism, Data warehouse, Artificial Intelligence, Prediction, Crime
prevention
Introduction: Data mining deals with discovery
of unexpected patterns and new rules that are “
hidden “ in large databases .It serves as an
automated tool that uses multiple advanced
computational techniques, including artificial
intelligence(the use of computers to perform
logical
functions),to fully
explore
and
characterizes large data sets involving one or
more data sources, identifying, significant,
recognizable patterns trends and relationships
not easily detected through traditional analytical
techniques alone. This information then may
help with various purposes, such as the
prediction of future events or behaviors. [1]
Fayyad et al [2] defined Data mining as a process
in the Knowledge Discovery Data base (KDD)
which is a nontrivial process of identifying valid,
novel, potentially useful and ultimately
understandable patterns in data. Data mining
Techniques have been applied in many
applications such as Marketing [3], Healthcare
Organizations[4], Pharmaceutical Industries [5],
Education[6], and Counterterrorism. [7, 8]
Related Work in Counterterriosm: Today,
due to sophistication in technology terrorists are
carrying out their nefarious activities throughout
the world on larger scale. They seldom operate
in a vacuum but interact with one another to
carry out their nefarious activities. They have a
high degree of associative relationship among
members of the network. For message gathering,
information leaking and in the execution of
crime their networks are linked to one another.
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Detection of terrorists and their groups and
solving the crime is not an easy task and is a
challenge for law enforcers .However with the
increase in sophistication in technology
computer system are now being utilized in
tracking terrorists and their activities and
computer data analysis have helped the law
enforcers and detectives to enhance the process
of detection of terrorists. Cate [9] has defined
Data mining as a promising tool in the fight
against terrorism. It plays several important
roles in terrorist’s detection including location of
suspects, identification and tracking suspicious
financial and other transactions,
According to Scifert [10] Data mining is a key
feature in the fight against terrorism and crime.
Thraisinghanuman [11] has pointed out that Data
mining can be used to detect unusual patterns,
terrorist activity and fraudulent behavior.
According to DeRosa [12] Data mining and
automated data analysis techniques are powerful
tools for intelligence and law enforcers who fight
against terrorism.
Okonkwo et al [13] has discussed how Data
mining techniques can be adopted by law
enforcement agencies in the tracking the
activities of terrorists and their criminal
activities. They have also pointed out the
limitations of Data mining in fighting the
crimes.
Elovici et al [14] has presented in his research
paper an innovative knowledge based
methodology for terrorist detection by using
web
traffic
contents.
Their
proposed
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methodology learns the typical behavior
(profile) of terrorists by applying a Data mining
algorithm to the textual content of terror related
websites.
DeRosa [12] in his paper has narrated that
automated data analysis techniques can be
useful tools for counterterrorism in a number of
ways and one initial benefit of the data analysis
process is to assist in the important task of
accurate identification.
In the present paper Data mining techniques in
detecting terrorists and terror related activities
have been discussed with simple example.
Main Steps of Data Mining Process: The
process of Data mining is simply the collection
of data into a single repository where Data
mining algorithms are applied for knowledge
discovery and pattern recogniton.Fig1 shows the
simple process of Data mining in which data
from various sources are firstly gathered
together in a repository commonly known as
data warehouse. After that Data mining
techniques are applied for pattern evaluation,
recognition and analysis.

Fig-1 Main Steps of Data Mining Process
Crime
Combating
by
Data
Mining
Techniques:Moreover Data mining applications
also use a variety of parameters to examine the
data .According to Thraisinghanuman [11] there
are the methods to apply Data mining
techniques in terror or crime detection:
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One top down reasoning where we start with a
hypothesis and then determine whether the
hypothesis is true.
The other bottom up reasoning where we start
with sample and then come up with a
hypothesis. In the case of terrorist detection the
first method i.e. top down approach is adopted
by asking or stating the hypothesis who
committed the crime/attack or it is certain
person who carried out the attack.
The next step is to start searching as to the likely
reasons of the attack and the individuals who
might have responsible attack, we have already
pointed out that terror investigation is the
prerogative for the law enforcers concern while
computer and computer analysis is useful for
solving detection.
Classification: Wies at al [15] has pointed out
that classification is a Data mining techniques
which produces the characteristics to which a
population
is
divided
based
on
the
characteristics .According to Thraisinghanuman
[11]
classification divides the dataset based on
certain predefined condition. In case of crime
classification assumes that we have some idea of
the individuals (suspects) based on the
predefined criteria.
Example: let us suppose that the law
enforcement agencies have reported a
kidnapping case then they may try to form the
idea of the kidnappers, say 4 males between 25
and 30 of age. Muslim speaks Urdu frequently
between 5’ and 7’tall.Then the classification has
been completed and it becomes imperative to
place all males meeting the above criteria under
suitable observation. The algorithm which is to
be used will be such that the population will be
divided into two clear parts male and females.

Fig-2 Classification algo depicts the segments of
a dataset based on some data criteria
The algorithm will also segment the males
according to their suspected criteria.Fig-2
indicates a typical segmentation scenario where
males are segmented from females. The male
data set could be further segmented based on
our criteria. As a next step we scan the historical
dataset (Data Warehouse) for concerned
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matches. If the searches do not produce positive
result we could narrow the search by again
classifying the classified dataset. Assuming that
we were not able to obtain a class the new
criteria will then be used to update out historical
database (Data Warehouse) if then another
related crime occurs it becomes easier to form a
match.
Fig-2 shows a classification algorithm .The data
warehouse is classified here based on the criteria
for suspected individual’s .In our example the
data set is classified into males and females
hence this classification is not adequate.
Therefore the process continuous until we have
a dataset which can be matched against the
criteria. Our classified database is now
compared against the criteria if we have a
related match then it is placed under
surveillance otherwise the process continuous
until there are no more matches.
Link Analysis: Link analysis is also a Data
mining techniques which is very advantages in
extracting valid and useful patterns .The
theoretical structure of link analysis is based on
the fact that incidents are connected to one
another and is therefore mutually exclusive.
Data Mining Limitations: The limitations of
Data mining areas under: Firstly, while Data
mining products can be very powerful tools they
are not self sufficient applications. For its
success Data mining requires skilled technical
and any analytical specialists who can perform
the analysis and interpret the output that is
generated. Consequently the limitations of Data
mining are primarily data or personal related
rather than technology related.
Secondly the Indian law enforcement agencies
do not have already at hand the data on
individuals and corporate data which are needed
to be used to track the potential terrorists and
crime perpetrators. Although some data might
be available here and there but they do not have
a comprehensive historical database where they
can analyze and extract information.
Thirdly, Data mining techniques are very
sensitive in the quality of data input; data which
we find are often incorrect, error prone and
above all a large quantity of dataset need to be
dealt with in order to provide useful data which
can help the detectives and law enforcement
agencies.
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Finally Data mining undoubtedly erodes our
privacy.
Recommendations:
Indian
Government
agencies should set up Data mining agencies
within the law enforcement agencies where
various data can be consolidated and mined.
Individual data such as voters identity card,
national identity such as Aadhar Identity Card,
population census information etc should be
linked together to profile the identity of an
individual. Bank accounts, phone numbers and
other related activities could easily be searched
to any individuals.
Institutions and companies in India should
corporate more with law enforcement agencies
by reporting cases of irregular transaction
patterns to the government agencies from time
to time. They should not wait for the law
enforcement agencies to request for the same.
Moreover the law enforcement agencies should
be equipped well in the field of computer
technology and computer analysis in order to
crack some of the grueling Data mining
techniques and be able to link cases to suspected
individuals .Proper training should be given to
the staff members of the law enforcement
agencies.
Government and corporate bodies together
should set up data ware housing and mining
institutes where academics, professional law
enforcement agencies can interact to generate
better Data mining algorithms which may be
capable of detecting terrorists and crime
activities very easily.
Conclusions: For combating terror attacks,
criminal activities and terrorism the proper
attention of the government is required. The law
enforcement agencies should be better equipped
in the present information age and should be
highly trained to use computer and computer
analysis so that they may track the nefarious
activities of the terrorists/hoodlums. Corporate
sectors particularly banks should play vital part
in the fight against terrorisms.
Data mining techniques used in terrorist
detection solely depends on the situation at
hand. Many cases demand the combinations of
two or more techniques used together. For
example classification and link analysis
techniques can be used to complement each
other.
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Data mining is not all to counterterrorism
because there are various short comings which
included the issue of skilled manpower,
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insufficient investment in IT infrastructure and
tell communication.
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